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We present recent results concerning the searches for light Higgs-like particles in the decay
Υ (3S) → γA0, A0 → µ+µ− as well as for the lepton flavour violation in the decays Υ (3S) →
e±τ∓, µ±τ∓ and τ → 3l (l = e, µ) with the BABAR experiment.
1 Υ (3S)→ γA0, A0 → µ+µ−
A search for a two-body transition Υ (3S) → γA0, where A0 is a light scalar particle, followed
by its decay into 2 muons has been performed using a data sample of (121 ± 1.2) × 106 Υ (3S)
decays. As ΓΥ (4S)/ΓΥ (3S) ≈ 10
3, one has greater sensitivity to rare decays using Υ (3S) decays
than Υ (4S) samples.
The Standard Model (SM) predicts the existence of the Higgs boson to account for the different
masses of elementary particles. A single SM Higgs boson is required to be heavy (mH > 114.4
GeV and mH 6= 170 GeV)
1. This model suffers from the quadratic divergences in the radiative
corrections to the mass parameter of the Higgs potential. Other models such as the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) regulate this problem but some issues of parameter
fine-tuning are not solved. A solution for the MSSM issues is to add additional Higgs fields, where
one of them is naturally light. This is the case of Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (NMSSM). Direct searches constrain mA0 to be below 2mb, therefore accessible to Υ
decays. An ideal channel1 is Υ → γA0, which can have a branching fraction up to 10−4 . There
are already some results from CLEO1 which impose an upper limit for Υ (1S)→ γA0(µ+µ−) ≈
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Figure 1: Left plot: Upper limits on the product of branching fractions B(Υ (3S) → γA0) × B(A0 → µ+µ−)
as a function of mA0 from the fits to Υ (3S) data. The shaded areas show the regions around the J/ψ and
ψ(2S) resonances excluded from the search. Right plot: The fit for the ηb region in Υ (3S) dataset. The bottom
graph shows the mR distribution (solid points), overlaid by the full PDF (solid blue line). Also shown are the
contributions from the signal at mηb = 9.389 GeV (solid red line), background from the e
+e− → γISRΥ (1S)
(dot-dashed green line), background from Υ (3S) → χb(2P ),χb(2P ) → γΥ (1S) (dotted magenta line), and the
continuum background (dashed black line). The inset shows the signal, e+e−→ γISRΥ (1S) and χb(2P )→ γΥ (1S)
in more detail. The top plot shows the normalized residuals p = (data− fit)/σ(data) with unit error bars.
4× 10−6 for mA0 < 2m(τ).
Other physical models, motivated by astrophysical observations, predict similar light states. For
instance, 1 proposes a light axion-like particle a decaying predominantly to leptons and predicts
a branching fraction Υ (3S) → γa to be between 10−6 − 10−5. Another motivation for a light
Higgs like particle comes from the HyperCP experiment 1 which has observed three anomalous
events for the decay Σ → pµ+µ−. These have been interpreted as a light scalar with mass of
214.3 MeV decaying into a pair of muons. Finally we look for leptonic decays of the ηb in Υ (3S)
decays for better understanding of this newly found state. One expects its leptonic width to be
negligible if this is a conventional quark-antiquark state.
The event selection is explained elsewhere 1. We extract the yield of signal events as a
function of the assumed mass mA0 in the interval 0.212 ≤ mA0 < 9.3 GeV by performing a
series of unbinned extended maximum likelihood fits to the distribution of the ”reduced mass”
mR =
√
m2µµ − 4m
2
µ. (1)
The advantage of this variable is that the main background is smooth throughout the entire
range of interest. Each fit is performed over a small range of mR around a particular value of
mA0 . The signal PDF for each fit is determined from simulated signal events generated at many
different mass points. For fits done between two of these mass points, the PDF shape is interpo-
lated. Simulation results are calibrated using charmonium backgrounds. The background PDF
is determined from fit to Υ (4S) data. The background is dominated by e+e−→ γµ+µ− either
from continuum or through ISR-produced J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S).
We scan almost 2000 mass points and for each we determine the significance of any particular
peak. The probability to find a 3 σ effect due to statistical fluctuation is of about 80%. The
most significant peak is at mA0 = 4.940 ± 0.003 GeV (=3σ). The second most-significant peak
is at mA0 = 0.426 ± 0.001 GeV (=2.9σ). . As a consequence of not finding significant excess of
events above the background in the range 0.212 < mA0 < 9.3 GeV, we set upper limits on the
branching fraction B(Υ (3S) → γA0) × B(A0 → µ+µ−). The 90% C.L. Bayesian upper limits,
computed with a uniform prior and assuming a Gaussian likelihood are shown in Figure 1 as
a function of the mass mA0 . The limits fluctuate depending on the central value of the signal
yield returned by a particular fit, and range from 0.25 × 10−6 to 5.2 × 10−6.
No significant signal is observed at the HyperCP mass (m=0.214 GeV). We set an upper
limit B(Υ (3S) → γA0(214)) < 0.8 × 10−6 at 90% C.L. No significant signal is observed in the
ηb region (Figure 1) and combining these results with the BABAR measurement of B(Υ (3S) →
γηb) = (4.8 ± 0.5 ± 1.2) × 10
−4 we can impose an upper limit to B(ηb → µ
+µ−) < 0.8% at
90% C.L. This is consistent with a quark-antiquark view of this state. All results presented
above are preliminary. The limits we set are more stringent than those reported by the CLEO
collaboration. Our limits rule out much of the parameter space allowed by the light Higgs and
axion models. Namely, most of the parameter space is excluded for mA0 < 2mτ . For masses
between this value and the Υ (3S) it is more relevant to observe τ and hadronic decay modes.
These searches are ongoing.
2 Υ (3S)→ e±τ∓, µ±τ∓
A search for charged lepton-flavor violation (CLFV) in the Υ sector is presented. We use a
sample of (116.7 ± 1.2) × 106 Υ (3S) decays corresponding to a luminosity of 27.5 fb−1.
The search for CLFV has been intense in the µ and τ sector but the Υ sector is less analyzed. If
new particles contributing to CLFV is in the Higgs area, it would rather couple to heavy quark
flavours, and if the new physics couples to b quarks, this may be observable in decays of the
Υ . There are prior constraints to Υ CLFV from CLEO 2 which places a 95% C.L. upper limit
for B(Υ (3S) → µ±τ∓) < 20.3 × 10−6. The event selection is explained in detail elsewhere 2.
The τ is reconstructed leptonically (its daughter lepton must not have the same flavour as the
other lepton of the Υ decay) or hadronically ( we require one or more π0’s from this decay). The
main source of background comes from τ -pair production, which is dominated by continuum
production, although a non negligible contribution from Υ (3S) → τ+τ−, Bhabha and µ-pair
production exists.
The discriminant variable is the beam-energy-normalized primary (electron or muon) CM mo-
mentum x = p1/EB . The fit is done using an unbinned extended maximum likelihood where we
define 3 PDFs (signal, τ -pair production, BhaBha, µ-pair production), where the yields for each
component are free parameters. These PDFs are determined from simulation and calibration
data.
The fit results are all consistent with zero within 2.1 σ. The branching fractions is scanned in
small increments. Each fit is performed with the signal yield (and consequently the branching
fraction) fixed at a given value. We present this likelihood scan in Figure 2.
The upper limits are determined to be: BF (Υ (3S)→ eτ) < 5.0× 10−6, which is the first upper
limit determined for this channel and BF (Υ (3S) → µτ) < 4.1 × 10−6, which is over 4 times
lower than the previous upper limit. Both of these limits are defined with 90% C.L.
We can impose lower limits on the mass scales of beyond-Standard model physics that contribute
to LFV in Υ (3S) decays. This is done in the framework of an effective field theory where the
new physics effects are characterized by a ΛN parameter (mass scale) and a coupling constant
αN . Assuming a strong coupling (αN=1) our branching fractions upper limits correspond to
lower limits in the mass scale ΛeτN > 1.4 TeV and Λ
eτ
N > 1.5 TeV respectively at 90% C.L. These
are more stringent than already existing limits 2.
3 τ → 3l (l = e, µ)
A search for the neutrinoless, lepton-flavor violating decay of the tau lepton into three charged
leptons has been performed using 472 fb−1 of BaBar data. This search is an update of a previous
BaBar analysis3, using a different selection technique, and an improved particle identification.
Lepton-flavor violation (LFV) involving charged leptons has never been observed, and strin-
gent experimental limits exist from muon branching fractions3: BR(µ→eγ) < 1.2 × 10−11 and
BR(µ→eee) < 1.0× 10−12 at 90% CL. τ−→ ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− in SM are predicted to be at most similar
to the τ → µγ, which are well below experimental sensitivities. Many descriptions of physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM), particularly models seeking to describe neutrino mixing, pre-
dict enhanced LFV in τ decays over µ decays with branching fractions from 10−10 up to the
current experimental limits 3. An observation of LFV in τ decays would be a clear signature
of non-SM physics, while improved limits will provide further constraints on theoretical models.
We consider all possible lepton combination consistent with charge conservation.
The event is divided into two hemispheres in the e+e− center-of-mass (c.m.) frame using
the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, as calculated from the observed tracks and neutral
energy deposits. The signal hemisphere must contain exactly three tracks (each identified as
either an electron or muon, with an invariant mass and energy equal to that of the parent tau
lepton), while the other hemisphere must contain exactly one. The tracks are required to point
toward a common region consistent with ττ production and decay. We also require that the
three tracks from the signal hemisphere should have an invariant mass of less than 3.5 GeV/c2.
At this preselection stage all charged particles are assumed to be pions, and so the preselection
efficiency is lower for channels with electrons.
Particle identification (PID) uses new algorithms relative to those used in 3 which greatly
improve electron, and in particular muon identification capabilities with respect to the previous
analysis. These improvements result in an average efficiency per lepton of 91% and 77% respec-
tively (older PID had a 65% efficiency for muons). The probability for a pion to be misidentified
as an electron in 3-prong tau decays is 2.4%, while the probability to be misidentified as a muon
is 2.1%. Older selectors have misidentification rates of 2.7% for electrons, and 2.9% for muons
respectively.
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Figure 2: The results of the likelihood scan. The likelihood curves for the two Υ (3S)→ e±τ∓ and two Υ (3S)→
µ±τ∓ signal channels have been multiplied to obtain the combined likelihood curves. The red dashed lines indicate
statistical uncertainties only, the solid blue lines have systematic uncertainties incorporated. The vertical lines
bound 90% of the positive integral of the total likelihood curve, which is shaded in green.
Table 1: Efficiency estimates, number of expected background events (Nbgd), expected branching fraction upper
limits at 90% CL (ULexp90 ), number of observed events (Nobs), and observed branching fraction upper limits at
90% CL (ULobs90 ) for each decay mode. All upper limits are in units of 10
−8.
Mode Eff. [%] Nbgd UL
exp
90 Nobs UL
obs
90
e−e+e− 8.6 ± 0.2 0.12 ± 0.02 3.4 0 2.9
µ−e+e− 8.8 ± 0.5 0.64 ± 0.19 3.7 0 2.2
µ+e−e− 12.7± 0.7 0.34 ± 0.12 2.2 0 1.8
e+µ−µ− 10.2± 0.6 0.03 ± 0.02 2.8 0 2.6
e−µ+µ− 6.4 ± 0.4 0.54 ± 0.14 4.6 0 3.2
µ−µ+µ− 6.6 ± 0.6 0.44 ± 0.17 4.0 0 3.3
For further background reduction, candidate signal events are required to have an invariant
mass and total energy in the 3-prong hemisphere consistent with a parent tau lepton. These
quantities are calculated from the observed track momenta assuming lepton masses that corre-
spond to the specific decay mode. The quantity ∆E ≡ E⋆rec − E
⋆
beam, is defined, where E
⋆
rec is
the total energy of the tracks observed in the 3-prong hemisphere and E⋆beam is the beam energy,
with both quantities measured in the c.m. frame. The quantity ∆Mrec ≡Mrec −mτ is defined
with M2rec ≡ E
⋆ 2
beam/c
4 − |~p ⋆3l|
2/c2, where |~p ⋆3l|
2 is the squared momentum of the 3-prong tracks
in the c.m. and mτ = 1.777GeV/c
2 is the tau mass.
The numbers of events observed (Nobs) and the background expectations (Nbgd) are shown
in Table 1, with no events found in any decay mode. Upper limits on the branching fractions
are calculated according to BR90UL = N
90
UL/(2εLσττ ), where N
90
UL is the 90% CL upper limit
for the number of signal events when Nobs events are observed with Nbgd background events
expected. The values ε,  L, and σττ are the selection efficiency, luminosity, and ττ cross section,
respectively. The uncertainty on the product  L · σττ is 0.9%. The sensitivity or expected upper
limit ULexp90 , defined as the mean upper limit expected in the background-only hypothesis, is
included in Table 1. The 90% CL upper limits on the τ−→ ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− branching fractions are in
the range (1.8−3.3)×10−8. This analysis supersedes the previous BABAR analysis3. These results
represent also an improvement with respect to the previous experimental bounds 3, obtaining
smaller UL for e−e+e−, µ−e+e−, µ+e−e−, and e−µ+µ−channels. This analysis has improved the
UL by a factor ≈ 5− 8 with only a small increase in luminosity thanks to the use of new tools
and new event selections.
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